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1. Design 
The automatic system is installed in the door of the switch cabinet. When installed, a protection rating of 
IP 44 is achieved for the front. The two rows with LEDs are labelled with exchangeable text strips. The relay 
units are mounted on the base plate and connected together and to the automatic system element in the 
door with the cables supplied. 

The automatic system is equipped with an FOC or USB interface – automatic switching – via which a 
PC/Notebook can be connected.  

1.1. Parameterisation 

The following settings (entries protected by password) and displays are possible with the ParaWin parame-
terisation program. 

1. Mains or busbar voltage monitor 

2. VDE AR-N 4105 mains failure monitor 

3. Generator voltage monitor 

4. Generator current monitor 

5. Entry of texts and coding of alarm messag-
es 1 to 19 and 49 to 64 

6. Battery monitor 

7. Parameters for start/stop 

8. Speed measurement 

9. Generator switch-on 

10. Functions of relays and outputs 

11. Texts and limit values of analogue inputs 

12. Frequency controller in standalone opera-
tion 

13. Voltage controller in standalone operation 

14. Cos phi controller in mains parallel opera-
tion 

15. Power controller 

16. Internal synchronisation unit 

17. General parameters

 

GEN.VOLTAGE [V] 

 231   233   229 
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1.2. Displays 

Actual values of: 

1. Voltages 

2. Currents 

3. Power outputs 

4. cos φ 

5. Speed 

6. Battery voltage 

7. The four analogue channels 

8. Operating hours counter 

9. Start number counter 

10. The external signal contacts 

11. The output relays 

12. States of timer stages

 

2. Revision history 

Created Changed 

07-10-13 First edition 

13-10-13 “After switch-off delay” omitted, instead “After relieving of load” 

18-10-13 Text for terminal 18 

22/09/2014 Connection diagrams updated, layout changed 

01/07/2016 Changed pictures 
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4. Warnings 

4.1. Regulations and instructions 

1. Applicable regulations, especially those of the VDE must be observed. 

2. The parameterisation of the unit must be carried out in such a way that endangerment of persons and 
property is excluded. 

4.2. Installation and commissioning 

The installation and commissioning must only be carried out by sufficiently qualified personnel. 

4.3. Connections 

1. The connection of the unit must be carried out carefully, as a wrong connection could lead to the 
destruction of the unit. The connection regulations must be observed!  

2. The PE(N) must be connected to the terminal 5 of X403. 

3. The shields of the analogue signals must only be connected to the earthing screw next to terminal 
strip X401 and otherwise no other connection to metal parts. 

4. Converter connections k must be connected to the protective conductor. 

4.4. Battery and supply voltage 

1. If the battery has to be disconnected, the charging unit must be switched off. 

2. The battery negative potential must be earthed at the input terminal on the switchboard. The minimum 
cross-section is 10 mm2. 

3. The supply voltage (12 or 24 V DC) is selected using a switch located on the RZ-071-D. 

4. If the supply voltage of the automatic system was switched off, it must only be switched on again after 
approx. 20 seconds. 

5. The leakage current of the noise filter upon a 2-phase voltage loss is 22 mA. 

4.5. Coils 

All the coils must be provided with a freewheeling diode (for DC voltage) or with a quench circuit matching 
the inductance of the coil. This also applies for all relays and inductances that are used in the switchgear or 
are externally activated. 
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5. Connection regulations 
1. The KEA must only be connected by trained specialists. 

2. The PE(N) must be connected to the terminal 5 of X403. 

3. If the battery has to be disconnected, the charging unit must be switched off. 

4. If the supply voltage of the automatic system was switched off, it must only be switched on again after 
approx. 20 seconds. 

5. The battery negative potential must be earthed at the input terminal on the switchboard. The minimum 

cross-section is 10 mm2. 

6. The supply voltage (12 or 24 V DC) is selected using a switch located on the RZ-071-D. 

7. The shields of the analogue signals must be connected to the earthing screws next to terminal strip 
X401 of the KEA hood and must not have any contact to any other metal parts. 

6. All the coils must be provided with a freewheeling diode (for DC voltage) or with a quench circuit 
matching the inductance of the coil. This also applies for all relays and inductances that are used in 
the switchgear or are externally activated! The following signals are connected directly to the auto-
matic system if required:  

 Mains/generator voltage 

 Generator currents 

 Four analogue sensors 

 Pick-up 

 Two analogue output signals 

 Fibre optic cable or USB for parameterisation 

 Two CAN bus systems

.

Ensure that correct polarity is observed when connecting the control voltage, as although the automatic 
system is equipped with an incorrect polarity protection, the freewheeling diodes or other electronic devices 
in the circuitry could be damaged. 
 

If the automatic system battery voltage has been reverse connected, 

the fuse on the RZ-071-D will melt through! 

 

6. Functions 
The KEA 202 PA004 is used in systems where gensets work in parallel to the mains (peak load)  

and/or together (standalone operation). The KEA is parametrised according to these tasks. The monitoring of 
the mains voltage, the power and cos phi regulation is implemented in accordance with VDE AR-N 4105. 

6.1. Mains parallel operation without emergency power function 

The mains voltage is applied constantly to the busbar. An external voltage monitor is not required. A start is 
only carried out when the enable is given in accordance with VDE AR-N 4105 (voltage and frequency are in 
the window, enabling of the load stages is carried out by the mains provider). The power is regulated with 
increasing frequency and the cos phi is regulated depending on the current genset power according to the 
standard curves of the VDE. In the event of a mains failure (detected by the internal busbar monitor), all 
generator circuit breakers for disconnecting the mains are switched off, a start is prevented. 

The start is enabled by the internal voltage monitor. 
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6.2. Mains parallel operation with emergency power function 

The monitoring parameters of the busbar voltage are switched by the Mains coupling on input between 
mains and emergency power operation. The VDE default applies while mains coupling on is given. When 
this signal ceases, the parameters for standalone operation apply.  

An external voltage monitor must be provided directly on the mains feed for detecting a return of power. The 
mains switch and any back synchronisation to the mains must be controlled externally. The handover 
synchronisation from mains to generator operation is carried out by the KEA, the mains switch must be 
switched off externally however after parallel switching takes place. 

In the event of a mains failure in parallel operation, all generators are switched off immediately to comply 
with the switch-off time of 200 msec. At the same time, a pulse of 3 sec. is given for carrying out the external 
mains decoupling. The generators then switch back on in order to start emergency power operation. The 
switch-on sequence is described further below. 

If no switch-off of the generators is desired, it is possible to prevent the switch-off from KEA 202 Version 11, 
via the parameter Switch off generator with mains failure, under the category VDE-AR-N 4105 / 4120 Mains 
protection for parallel operation. This means that no action will be implemented with undervolt-
age/overvoltage, dU/dt and df/dt. After VDE 4105 or 4120 undervoltage / overvoltage, the generator monitor 
is activated and reacts within the specified reaction time!  

Furthermore, it is also necessary to ensure that the external mains decoupling decouples quickly enough, in 
order to prevent an asynchronous switching in with a quick return of the mains.  

 

6.3. Standalone operation 

The gensets are only used in standalone operation, i.e. without mains coupling. A master takes over load 
distribution and frequency regulation. 

7. Menu layout  
 

Group 0  Group 1  Group 2  Group 3  Group 4 

 KEA 202 PA004 

   KUHSE GmbH 

   ACTUAL VALUES  ALARM CODING  BUSBAR MONITOR 

STANDALONE 

OPERATION 

 GENERATOR 

        MONITOR 

         
      COUNTER 

 

   MAINS PROTECTION 

FORPARALLEL 

OPERATION 

 GEN. CURRENT 

MONITOR 

         
Group 5  Group 6  Group 7  Group 8  Group 9 

ANALOGUE 

      INPUTS 

 SPEED SIGNALS 

SPEED CONTROLLER 

 START/STOP 

GENERAL  

FUNCTIONS 

 SWITCH-ON 

      GENERATOR 

 RELAY/LED 

      FUNCTIONS 

         
ANALOGUE 

      OUTPUTS 
   BATTERY 

        MONITOR 

    

         
    GENERAL 

     PARAMETERS 
    

         
Group 10  Group 11  Group 12 *)  Group 13  Group 14*) 

POWER CONTROL-

LER COS-PHI 

CONTROLLER 

  SYN. FUNCTION 

 f/U CONTROLLER 

 MOTOR MANAGEMENT 

ACTUAL VALUES 

 THERE ARE NO 

 ALARMS PENDING 

 MOTOR MANAGEMENT 

CURRENT ALARMS 

         COS-PHI 

     CONTROLLER 

 FREQUENCY 

CONTROLLER 

VOLTAGE  

CONTROLLER 

      

 

*) Groups 12 and 14 are only possible when there is a J1939 connection to the genset. 
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8. The display 

8.1. Operation 
 

You select a parameter or a value just like you read a book. The different groups are saved as 'pages'. The 
groups can be scrolled through forwards and backwards using the [→] and [←] cursor keys. Within a group, 
they are read like 'lines' of a text from top to bottom. The lines are selected by pressing the cursor buttons [↓] 
(down) and [↑] (up). If the ‘end of the page’ is reached, it starts again from the top or the bottom. 

By holding the LED Test key and pressing the [←] key, the Actual values group is directly selected; by 
holding LED Test and pressing the [→] key, the display of all pending alarms is directly selected. 

To change a parameter, first enter the valid ID number. A Group 0 parameter, -General Parameters-, can be 
changed without entering a valid ID number. A parameter is changed as described above. 
 

1. Select the group of the desired parameters with the [←] and [→] buttons. 

2. Press the Off and LED Test buttons (function Para on or Para off) at the same time. The parameterisation 
mode is initiated and is indicated by the solid cursor [ █ ]. It is no longer possible to change the group. 

3. The lines with the desired parameter is selected using the [↑] or [↓] buttons.  

4. By simultaneously pressing Off and Alarm off (Enter function), the displayed line is defined, which is 
indicated by the cursor shape that now displays the parameter position to be changed by an underscore  
[ _ ]. Changing of the line is no longer possible. 

5. The parameter position to be changed is selected using the [←] and [→] cursor buttons and a numeric 
parameter is increased or decreased by 1 using the [↑] and [↓] buttons. A parameter that is displayed by a 
letter (prefix, alarm coding), is changed using these buttons in reverse order. 

6. The displayed parameter is applied by simultaneously pressing Off and Alarm off. If you want to cancel the 
parameterisation step, simultaneously press the Off and LED Test buttons instead of Off and ALARM OFF. 

8.2. Display contrast setting 

The display contrast is increased by holding the LED Test button and pressing the [↑] button (display 
becomes darker) or decreased by holding the [↓] button (display becomes brighter). 

8.3. PIN number, ID number 
 

To change a parameter, first enter the valid ID number. It is compared with the PIN number and allows the 
device to be parametrised if the numbers match. The PIN number can be selected by the user of the device 
in the range from 00000 to 50000. When delivered, the PIN and ID numbers are set to 00000. 

If the PIN number is forgotten, a general valid ID number can be requested at the factory for entering a new 
PIN number. Proceed as follows to change the PIN number: 

 Enter the currently valid ID number. The PIN number is then also displayed. 

 Enter the new PIN number. 

The previously entered ID number is now no longer valid. 

The ID number is deleted 15 minutes after the last entry unless it was previously set to an invalid value by 
the user. If, however, 00000 is set as the pin, the value is not automatically deleted! 
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9. Parameterisation 
 

The functions, their parameterisation and the connection are described in the  
 

 

 

 

 

All possible functions of KEA series 101-112 are explained in this document. The same also applies to the 
new KEA series 201 - 203. It must be noted, therefore, that only the processes stated in the operating 
instructions are realised. The ParaWin parameterisation program only shows the parameters applicable to 
the automatic system. Additional processes for mains parallel operation in accordance with VDE-AR-N 4105 
and sprinkler operation in accordance with VdS 2100-22 must only be changed with ParaWin. 

10. Alarm messages 
 

The automatic system can process 64 alarms. Alarms 1 - 19 and 49 – 64 are variable from the text and from 
the resolution, i.e. the texts and control of these alarms were specified with the ParaWin parameterisation 
program. They are controlled by contact inputs (connections 1 to 14 unused inputs of the additional relay 
unit, via an additional CANopen module) or by internal flags (controller impeded, analogue channel limit 
value too high, etc.). Because of the parameterisation, deviations from the following description can exist. 
 

The alarms are basically divided into three groups: 

 Alarms that are only monitored delayed after start-up of the motor (e.g. low oil pressure). The release 

can be recognised on the green 'monitoring On' display. 

 Alarms that are also monitored when the motor stops (e.g. battery undervoltage), except in the Off 

operating mode. They are designated as without delay. 

 The alarm messages 13 and 14 are always monitored, even in the Off operating mode. They are 

used for messages (e.g. leaks). The horn is not switched on in the Off operating mode, but the alarms 

are not included in the collective alarm. They behave like normal alarms if an active operating mode (so 
not Off) is selected. 

 

The alarms are configured as follows: 

 Alarm is active or locked 

 Contact is in standby current or operating current 

 Delayed or undelayed monitoring 

 Warning or switching-off function 

 In addition for warning alarms: With or without generator switch-off (with Stop after run-on time genera-

tor switch-off in automatic operation). 
 

For contact inputs, the respective alarm is triggered with the closing (operating current circuit) or with the 
opening (standby current circuit) of the signal contact against negative potential, and for analogue signals, 
with the exceeding or falling below of the set limit values. Alarms 11 to 14 can also be parametrised as a 
failsafe signal on output relays, i.e. the respective relay attracts if the alarm is not pending. 

10.1. Display and acknowledgement of alarms 
 

If there is no new actual pending, the Actual Alarms group is selected with the [→] and [←] buttons or by 
simultaneously pressing LED Test and [←] button.  

When a new alarm occurs, the fault indicator flashes (yellow indicator in the left row of the panel). At the 
same time, the acoustic signal is switched on. The horn is switched off and the display is automatically 
switched to the page with the pending alarms using the Alarm Off button. 

  KEA 1XX function and parameterisation.   
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Either <NEW> for unacknowledged alarms or <ACKN> for acknowledged alarms comes before the text of 
the pending alarm. 

 

 

 

                 Unacknowledged alarm                                  Acknowledged alarm                           Display without pending alarms 
 

The displayed alarm is acknowledged or if the fault cause is remedied, an already acknowledged alarm is 
deleted by pressing the Alarm Off button. If all alarms are acknowledged, the Common Alarm indicator lights 
up permanently. It starts flashing again with a new alarm. If all alarms are deleted, the common alarm 
indicator is switched off. The pending alarms are displayed successively and can be acknowledged or 
deleted using the [↑] and [↓] buttons. 

If no alarms are pending, the note -No alarms present- is displayed when opening the pages. 
 

10.2. Description of the alarms 

10.2.1. Engine does not switch off  

If the running message of the motor is still pending after the stop time expires, the Motor does not come to a 
standstill alarm is activated. This indicates that the stop equipment (e.g. burned stopping solenoid, jamming 
gas solenoid valve) of the motor is defective. 

10.2.2. False start 

The alarm is activated if the genset has not started at the end of the start program. The automatic system is 
locked for any further automatic start-up. 

10.2.3. Motor fault 

The alarm starts up if the motor is already running and is brought to a standstill without a stop command. 
The automatic system is locked at the same time. 
 

10.2.4. Overspeed 

For the overspeed monitoring, either the generator frequency, the frequency of a pick-up or the speed signal 
of a motor management system is used. If the generator frequency is used for detecting the overspeed, the 
Generator undervoltage alarm must be parametrised as an alarm to be switched off in order to ensure 
the protection of the machine, even in the event of generator voltage failure 

10.2.5. Alarms 13 and 14 

Both these alarms are delayed by 0 to 240 sec. by the signal transmission, i.e. for the alarm contact to issue 
an error, the signal must be pending for a parametrised time. Furthermore, both these alarms are also 
effective in the Off operating mode (Off), but without switching on the horn. This means criteria (such as tank 
overfilling, leakage warning) that must always be signalled can be monitored.  

10.2.6. Battery voltage monitor 

On the direct monitoring output, a relay can be parameterised (at standby current) such that the message is 
passed on with standby current even when in OFF operating mode.  

10.2.7. Analogue input alarms 

The analogue inputs can be equipped with corresponding modules for adapting to different sensors. A 
variety of sensors (PT100, PT1000, current loops, thermocouples, VDO sensors, MotoMeters for motor 
temperature and oil pressure, etc.) can be connected. For each analogue value, two threshold values can be 
parametrised, which trigger an alarm if the value is exceeded or fallen below. 

10.2.8. Generator circuit breaker tripped 

If parametrised, the generator circuit breaker is monitored for self-activated switch-off (e.g. by attached 
overcurrent trigger). The alarm is internally controlled if no generator feedback occurs after the GENERATOR IS 

ON switch-on pulse has expired. 

NEW    GENERATOR 

OVERLOAD 

ACKN   GENERATOR 

OVERLOAD 

THERE ARE NO  

ALARMS PENDING 
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10.2.9. Generator switch-off impeded 

The alarm is given if no Generator is off feedback is registered approx. 2 seconds after the switch-off 
command for the generator circuit breaker. The genset receives a repeated start command and switches to 
generator operation or to mains parallel operation. 

If a switch-off alarm now occurs, the genset is shut down and an additional coupling switch or the mains 
coupling can be switched off via an output to be parametrised so the genset is not operated further due to 
reverse power. 

10.2.10. Alarms of the voltage monitor 

The frequency and voltage deviations of the busbar and of the generator can be displayed as error messag-
es. An alarm does not affect the voltage monitor output. If the GEN. UNDERFREQUENCY alarm, for 
example, has been activated as a warning message but the frequency is back in the window, this message 
remains. However, the generator voltage is recognised as ‘good’ for the control process in the automatic 
system. 

10.2.11. Monitoring the flows 

If required, the generator currents can be monitored for  

 overcurrent (e.g. 110%)  

 short-circuit (e.g. 300%)  

 unbalanced load and  

 thermal overload (bimetallic relay). 
 

The tripping characteristic curve of a bimetallic relay is recreated for thermal monitoring. The characteristic 
curve is shown at the end of this document. 
 

10.2.12. Synchronisation fault 

A timing element is started with the beginning of the synchronisation process. If no synchronisation is carried 
out after this time has expired, the error message is activated. It is possible to parametrise whether an 
interruption should be switched now or if attempts should still be made to synchronise the systems. 

10.2.13. Power controller defective 

If the power controller has not settled after a parametrised time (the actual value must have been within the 
dead zone), this alarm is issued. Optionally the genset can be shut down, or a peak load start command can 
be cancelled, for example. 

10.2.14. Cos φ controller defective 

If the cos φ controller has not settled after a parametrised time (the actual value must have been found within 
the dead zone), this alarm is issued. Optionally the genset can be shut down, or a peak load start command 
can be cancelled, for example. 

10.2.15. Reverse power 

If the drive motor fails in parallel operation, the generator must be switched off.  

10.2.16. Maintenance interval reached 

The remaining time to the next maintenance is displayed under actual values. If the remaining time has 
expired, a warning alarm is triggered. During the maintenance, the interval is set to the number of operating 
hours until the next maintenance. 

10.2.17. Maintenance interval exceeded 

After the remaining time has expired, a rest period duration until the next maintenance is given during which 
the maintenance must be carried out. If this time has expired, another alarm is triggered.  
 

This alarm can only be deleted by the maintenance company. 
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11. Functions and requirement for mains parallel operation 
 

The Mains coupling on signal must be given to allow starting of mains parallel operation. This signals that the 
mains voltage is present on the busbar. The criteria in accordance with VDE-AR-N 4105 for the busbar 
voltage monitor are now effective. A start command for mains parallel operation is only carried out when the 
conditions (voltage, frequency, load enable) for a start in accordance with VDE-AR-N 4105 are met. After 
parallel switching, the internal power and cos-phi controllers are enabled and the generator is loaded.  

A mains failure (per VDE criteria, because the mains voltage is applied to the busbar) during parallel mains 
operation is detected by KEA 202. The device then switches the generator switch off immediately and issues 
a pulse, so that external mains decoupling is executed. Depending on the parameterisation, the system 
shuts down or goes (the start command for this must still be present) into emergency power operation.  

Mains parallel operation is enabled again when the above conditions are met.  

With the parameter Switch off generator with mains failure = No (from KEA 202 Version 11) it is possible to 
prevent the generator being disconnected from the busbar. The external mains decoupling must take place 
quickly.  

With a loss of the signal Mains coupling on, the generator (since Version 10 December 2015) is no longer 
switched off as a general rule, instead the KEA enters standalone operation. 

Mains parallel operation is enabled again when the above conditions are met.  

11.1. Enabling of the load stages by the mains provider 

The mains provider enables the maximum permissible load in stages from 0% (stop), 30%, 60% and 100% 
(full load). The level of the power stages can be parametrised. There are two contact inputs available for this. 
See description of power controller further down. 

11.2. Enable by voltage and frequency for mains parallel operation 

The start is enabled when the frequency is in the 47.5 Hz and 50.05 Hz range and the voltage is in the range 

of UNom. from 85% to 110% for at least 60 seconds. A percentage load enable of 30, 60 or 100% must also 

be given via the digital inputs (RZ-D inputs 27 and 28). 

 
The limit values for voltage and frequency in accordance with VDE-AR-N 4105 are: 

Voltage drop protection Absolute value U< 0.85 UNom 

Voltage rise protection Average value over 10 
minutes 

U> 1.10 UNom 

Voltage rise protection Absolute value U>> 1.15 UNom 

Frequency drop protection Absolute value f< 47.5 Hz 

Frequency rise protection Absolute value f> 51.5 Hz 

 

For frequencies within the range of 47.5 Hz and 50.00 Hz, disconnection as a result of a frequency deviation 
is not allowed. The last events (maximum 127) are stored with date/time and can be read via the USB 
connection. All switch points up to an average value of U> are permanently entered and cannot be changed. 

11.3. Return of power for mains parallel operation 

In systems that are only for mains parallel operation, i.e. designed without emergency power function, a 
return of power is detected by the busbar monitor as the mains coupling on signal is permanently given.  

To detect a return of power in systems that also cover emergency power operation, an external (single) 
voltage monitor must be used. The external controller of the mains coupling switches the system back to the 
mains. As soon as the Mains coupling on signal is given, the busbar monitor checks whether a start in 
accordance with VDE-AR-N 4105 is allowed for parallel operation. 

If the frequency is in the 47.5 Hz and 50.05 Hz range and the voltage is in the range from 85% to 110% of 
UNom., it is enabled again. 
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11.4. Power controller 

A power limitation can be preset by the mains provider via two inputs. The respective percentage restriction 
can be parametrised. A reduction of the enabled power takes place in less than a minute. There is no 
frequency-related limitation of the power delivered in the frequency range from 47.5 Hz to 50.2 Hz. 

Connection to RZ-071-D Input signal 

Terminal 27 Off On Off On 

Terminal 28 Off Off On On 

Enabled power 0% 30% 60% 100% 

11.5. Frequency range 50.2 Hz to 51.5 Hz 

When the frequency of 50.2 Hz is exceeded or fallen below, a power increase is not permitted but the current 
power value (at 50.2 Hz) is maintained. If the frequency increases further, the reference value of the power 
controller is reduced linearly (gradient: 40% per Hz of the value at 50.2 Hz) until switching off at 51.5 Hz.  

If the frequency decreases, the power is increased with the specified gradients again until it has reached the 
value maintained at 50.2 Hz. If the frequency decreases further, the genset can be operated with the 
enabled power. Any power increase in this case takes place in stages with maximum 10% of the enabled 
power per minute. The normal regulation is then enabled again. 

When power returns after a mains failure, the power is increased in stages of 10% per minute up to the 
required nominal power. The power is then regulated again with the standard control period. 

11.6. Reactive power control 

The VDE-AR-N 4105 specifies either a standard characteristic curve or a fixed factor for cos phi. The 
reactive power values are reached within max. 10 minutes after a start. Values of the characteristic curve are 
reached within 10 seconds. 

This standard characteristic curve specifies: At 0% to 20% load, the reference value for cos phi -/+0.9; at 
20% to 50% load reference value, cos phi reference value = 1.0; at 50% to 100%, the cos phi is reduced 
linearly from 1.0 to 0.9 (under-excited). 

 

Table of standard defaults: 

Power cos phi under-excited 
cos phi over-
excited 

0 - 20% 0.9 -0.9 

20-50% 1.0 1.0 

50-100% Linear reduction from 1.0 to 0.90 under-excited 

12. Power failure protection in parallel operation 
If the Mains coupling on input is activated, the mains voltage (as it is now present on the busbar) is moni-
tored for the limit values in accordance with VDE-AR-N 4105. In addition, the voltage monitor can be enabled 
for normal emergency power operation. As it specifies tighter tolerances, sensitive consumers can be 
protected against high frequency and voltage deviations.  

After parallel switching of the systems, the parametrised (some seconds) time elapses before the monitors 
are activated. It is used for settling the voltage, current and frequency after synchronisation. If a mains failure 
is then detected, an off command is immediately given to the generator circuit breaker and the normal mains 
voltage monitor is set to undervoltage. The parametrised decay time of the mains monitor is not effective in 
this case. At the same time, a pulse is issued for switching off an external mains disconnection. Systems that 
are only designed for mains parallel operation shut down after the run-on time. If standalone operation is 
enabled, the generators (the first directly, the others synchronised) switch back on. 

Even if the mains failure was caused by a brief interruption of the mains, the release delay time of the normal 
voltage monitors elapses when the power returns. In the operating mode without standalone operation, it is 
possible to start the generator again because it was stopped. 

For systems that are ignored in emergency power operation, mains coupling can be switched on by an 
external synchronising device. If no back synchronisation is intended, the start commands of the automatic 
systems must be removed so they can switch off. However, it is also possible to switch off the generator 
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circuit breaker through the Generator forced off input, to switch the mains back on and to remove the off 
command on the generators again. They then synchronise back to the bar. 

If the parameter Switch off generator with mains failure (from KEA 202 Version 11) is set to No then the 
generator is not switched off with a mains failure. However, if the voltage monitor is additionally enabled for 
normal operation, this would switch the generator off if it were set more sensitively than the VDE monitor! 

12.1. Monitoring for voltage and frequency changes 

This monitoring can be enabled in addition to the requirements in accordance with VDE-AR-N 4105. The 
mains voltage and frequency values are permanently saved after each measurement (even if the systems 
are not in parallel) and compared with the previous values. If the difference of the old and new value (du/dt 
or df/dt, positive or negative) is greater than the parametrised value in parallel operation, with the function 
enabled mains failure is detected. The advantage of these measurements is that large voltage or frequency 
changes are also detected as a mains failure. 

Vector shift 

This monitoring can be enabled in addition to the requirements in accordance with VDE-AR-N 4105. The 
length of each period is measured and compared with the previous one. Any deviation is converted into 
degrees. It is the measure for a vector shift. If the deviation is greater than the parametrised value, there is 
probably a mains failure.  

12.2. Sealing the settings 
 

Inside the automatic system there is a jumper on the middle circuit board. When this jumper is removed, the  

 mains failure if du/dt > ... Volt 

 du/dt enabled   

 mains failure if df/dt > ... Hz 

 df/dt enabled? 

 mains failure if vector shift > ... degrees 

 vector shift enabled? 

parameters can no longer be changed. The hood of the KEA can be sealed so that with the jumper connect-
ed and the hood sealed, the settings cannot be changed. 

The setting of monitoring to 110% mains voltage in accordance with VDE-AR-N 4105 can only be changed 
with ParaWin and password protection. All other limit values are permanent. 

13. Operating modes 
 

13.1. Operating mode of mains parallel operation without emergency power 
function 

Systems that are only intended for mains parallel operation, i.e. without emergency power function, can be 
operated autonomously without a central control system (ZLT). All control functions that are specified by 
VDE-AR-N 4105 are fulfilled. Mains disconnection is carried out by the generator circuit breaker. The Mains 
coupling on signal must be given permanently because, this way, the VDE criteria of the busbar voltage 
monitor are activated. This monitor is also used to detect a return of power.  

The control orders (power specification and limitation) for the automatic system are either issued via the 
connections of the relay unit or can be issued by a central control system (ZLT) over the CAN_0 bus. 
Systems with several gensets must be linked together over the CAN_0 bus. 

After a return of power, the genset is started with a peak load command still pending (start criteria must be 
fulfilled) and returns to mains parallel operation. 

If the start command is given during the Test operating mode, the system should be switched back 
to Auto so all processes can run automatically. 
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The parameterisation for this operating mode is: 

++++ BUSBAR VOLTAGE MONITOR FOR STANDALONE OPERATION ++++ 

 Monitoring also active in parallel operation? to <No> 

 

++++ VDE-AR-N 4105 mains protection for parallel operation ++++ 

 VDE-AR-N 4105 voltage monitor enabled to <Yes>  

 If no emergency power operation is intended, set 
the mains voltage on the busbar permanently to <Yes> 

 

The parameters for the CAN_0 bus must be as follows: 

 Set genset number to <1 to n>. 

 Set number of gensets to <n>. 

 Load distribution to <Yes> if several gensets are networked and are to be loaded equally. 

 Load distribution to <No> if each genset is to be given an individual load default. 

 If the control commands and load default for mains parallel operation come over the CAN_0 bus, 
control by ZLT allowed? is set to <Yes>.  
 

To enable mains parallel operation, 

 the mains coupling on feedback, terminal 21, must be permanently applied, 

 a load enable, terminals 27 or 28, must be carried out, 

 the requirements of VDE-AR-N 4105 with regard to voltage and frequency enable must be met for a start. 

13.1.1. Reference value for power 

The reference value for mains parallel operation can be specified by 

 analogue signal channel 4, 

 by a central control system (ZLT) (please heed the SA200-CAN0-DE manual), 

 or by a parametrised fixed 
 

value. An external reference value is specified in ‘per thousands’ of the nominal power and the fixed value in 
kW. If the analogue channel is used, its lower and upper reference must be parametrised accordingly.  

13.1.2. Load distribution is parametrised to <Yes> 

A genset takes over the master function and reacts to the reference value specification. The master is not 
assigned to a specific KEA, but is assigned dynamically. It specifies its current load (in ‘per thousands’) and 
not the specified reference value for the other gensets. This ensures that gensets with different nominal 
power are loaded to the same extent. 

If the master fails, another KEA - which is ready for a master function (its power controller must be switched 
on) - takes over control. For this reason, the load default is present on all analogue inputs (e.g. the current 
loops of all inputs connected in series) when specified via the analogue channel. 

 

13.1.3. Load distribution is parametrised to <No> 

The load must be specified for each automatic system. This applies to the fixed value, the analogue signal 
and the central control system (ZLT) default. However, a broadcast telegram is provided for the central 
control system (ZLT) that all gensets follow as valid so that, for the same reference value specification, only 
one telegram needs to be given. 

13.2. Operating mode of mains parallel operation and emergency power function 

The parameterisation is as follows: 
 

++++ BUSBAR VOLTAGE MONITOR FOR STANDALONE OPERATION ++++ 

 Monitoring also active in parallel operation? to <No> 
 

++++ VDE-AR-N 4105 mains protection for parallel operation ++++ 

 VDE-AR-N 4105 voltage monitor enabled to <Yes> 

 If no emergency power operation is intended, apply 

 mains voltage permanently on busbar to <No> 
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The parameters for the CAN_0 bus must be as follows: 

 Set genset number to <1 to n> 

 Set number of gensets to <n> 

 Load distribution to <Yes> if several gensets are networked and are to be loaded equally 

 Load distribution to <No> if each genset is to be given an individual load default 

 If the control command and load distribution via over the CAN_0 bus, set 

 Is control by a central control system (ZLT) allowed? to <Yes>.  
 

Start and stop for mains parallel operation are carried out as described before. If the mains fails during 
parallel operation, all generators switch off immediately. If a start command is still pending, they go into 
standalone operation after approx. 3 seconds. This delay is specified by the release time parameter for all 
functions of the busbar monitor. Switching for standalone operation is described further down. 

An external voltage monitor must be used for detecting a return of power.  
 

13.2.1. Load distribution is parametrised to <Yes> 

A genset takes over the master function. The master is not assigned to a specific KEA, but is assigned 
dynamically. It specifies its current load (in ‘per thousands’) to the further gensets. This ensures that gensets 
with different nominal power are loaded to the same extent. 

If the master fails, another KEA - which is ready for a master function (its power controller must be switched 
on) - takes over control.  

13.2.2. Load distribution is parametrised to <No> 

In this case, the central control system (ZLT) must carry out the load distribution (just like the reference value 
specification in parallel operation). It must know the total load and specify a reference value (in per thou-
sands) for each genset. 

13.2.3. Reconnection to the mains with interruption 

An external voltage monitor must always be used for detecting a return of power. The start commands of the 
automatic systems must be removed so they can switch off. The mains coupling (heed interlock conditions!) 
can then be switched back on. However, it is also possible to switch off the generator circuit breaker through 
the Generator forced off input, to switch the mains back on and to remove the off command on the genera-
tors again. They then synchronise back to the bar. 

13.2.4. Back synchronisation to the mains 

The central controller must carry out the back synchronisation to the mains with an external synchronisation 
device after a return of power. As soon as the mains switch is synchronised and switched on, the KEA 
detects normal operation from the Mains coupling on signal and goes into parallel operation. If the start 
commands are now removed, the gensets shut down. 

13.2.5. Handover synchronisation from the mains to the generator (test operation) 

The gensets are started with a pending start command in the Test setting. They synchronise to the busbar 
with the internal synchronisation devices and go into parallel operation. If the Mains coupling on signal is 
now removed (the mains switch is switched off externally), the system goes into standalone operation as a 
result. 

It can now be switched back to Auto and switched back with handover synchronisation (as described earlier) 
to Mains coupling on. 
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13.3. Operating mode for standalone operation without mains parallel operation 
 

If the automatic system is for pure standalone operation, i.e. mains parallel operation, the parameterisation is 
as follows: 
 

++++ BUSBAR VOLTAGE MONITOR FOR STANDALONE OPERATION ++++ 

 Monitoring also active in parallel operation? to <No> 
 

++++ VDE-AR-N 4105 mains protection for parallel operation ++++ 

 VDE-AR-N 4105 voltage monitor enabled to <No> 

 If no emergency power operation is intended, apply 

mains voltage permanently on busbar to <No> 
 

The parameters for the CAN_0 bus must be as follows: 

 Set genset number to <1 to n> 

 Set number of gensets to <n> 

 Load distribution to <Yes> 

 If the control command and load distribution via over the CAN_0 bus, set 

Is control by a central control system (ZLT) allowed? to <Yes>.  
 

The Mains coupling on signal (terminal 21) must be permanently switched off. The voltage monitor according 
to VDE-AR-N 4105 is thus always deactivated as only standalone operation is intended. The start command 
is fed to terminal 18. The genset starts and switches to the busbar. The locked connection is made as 
described below. If several gensets are used, one genset is dynamically (probably always the first one 
switched on) defined as the master and takes care of the load distribution. 

A deselected, relieved genset (except for the last one) switches off and shuts down after the run-on time. 

13.4. Load distribution 

A genset takes over the master function. The master is not assigned to a specific KEA, but is assigned 
dynamically. It specifies its current load (in ‘per thousands’) to the further gensets. This ensures that gensets 
with different nominal power are loaded to the same extent. 

If the master fails, another KEA - which is ready for a master function (its power controller must be switched 
on) - takes over control.  

14. Interlock for connecting the first generator 
 

If several gensets that are ready to be switched on are to be given a start command (e.g. in the event of a 
mains failure) at the same time, an interlock chain prevents several generators that are ready to switch on 
(non-synchronous) from switching on at the same time. In order for the first KEA to switch on directly:  

 the busbar must be free of voltage (< 50 Volt) 

 there is a negative potential on terminal 15 (no generator circuit breaker to be interlocked is on)  

 there is no negative potential on terminal 21 (mains coupling on is off) 

 there is a negative potential on terminal 20 (a genset wants to switch on).  
 

The K3 and K6 relays of the RZ-071-D are used for the interlock. Terminal 15 causes an interlock against 
the other generator circuit breakers, terminal 21 against any existing mains coupling, terminal 20 blocks 
simultaneous switching on of several automatic systems. 

The trestle pole of K6 (terminal 45) of KEA #1 (connected with input 15) is given a negative potential if no 
generator circuit breaker, against which must be locked, is switched on. 

The NC of this relay (terminal 43) is fed to KEA #2, input 15, and to the trestle pole of K6 there. The NC from 
K6 of KEA #2 is fed in turn to KEA #3 (input 15) and to the trestle pole of the K6 relay there, etc. 

As soon as an automatic system is ready to switch on, K6 activates and takes the negative potential of all 
subsequent gensets from terminal 15 so they can no longer be switched on directly.  

At the same time as K6, K3 activates and sets a negative potential (terminals 34 and 35) on all terminals 20 
that are connected from all gensets in parallel. Direct switch-on for subsequently added gensets is prevented 
by this signal. The genset, to which the negative potential is still applied to terminal 15, detects that it can 
now switch on as the first one. This achieves a second software locking. 
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The automatic system that activated its K3 and K6 waits (whether there is still a negative potential applied to 
terminal 15) for the parametrised time with the direct switch-on. This results in the enable of another 
automatic system being removed if by chance it wanted to switch on at exactly the same time. 

Even if only one automatic system is used in a system, K3 and inputs 15 and 20 must be wired 
accordingly. 
 

An additional hardware interlock is achieved in that an NO contact of the K6 is connected to an auxiliary 
relay whose closing contact enables the direct switch-on pulse. Another hardware interlock (only for systems 
with mains parallel operation) is realised by connecting in an NC contact of the mains coupling on signal into 
the direct switch-on pulse.  

15. Sprinkler operation 
The following functions are intended for the operation of an electrical sprinkler pump: 

 Switching over of all alarms to be switched off to warning 

 Start program with 10 (parametrisable) start attempts 

 for the duration of the start-up time of the sprinkler pump in accordance with the parameterisation 
switch-off of the emergency power consumers or no interruption of the emergency supply. 

 For ending the sprinkler requirements in accordance with the parameterisation:  

 Cancellation of sprinkler operation after the sprinkler run-on time or only manually switched off 
 

The time stage for sprinkler operation run-on time can be set in the range 10 to 2400 seconds. If it is 
parametrised to 0 sec., the genset does not automatically switch off.  
 

In this case, the display of the Off operating mode flashes. 
The genset can then only be stopped by the quick stop or Off operating mode. 

 
The interruption of the emergency current operation for the switching on of the sprinkler pump can be 
parametrised in the range 0 to 24 sec. For the 0 sec. setting, there is no switching-off of the consumers. The 
switching-off of the consumers begins with the SPRINKLER OPERATION signal.  

If the sprinkler requirement is met, the emergency power consumers are also switched on during a power 
failure or remote start. For return of the power or after removal of the remote start command, the emergency 
power consumers are switched back to the mains after the switch-back delay. 

Switching off the generator or shutting it down due to an alarm is suppressed. However, if a switch-off alarm 
occurs, the collective switch-off alarm is output. 
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16. Connections of KEA 202 PA004 to RZ-071-D 
 

Connections 1 – 14: Inputs for alarms 

Connection 15: No generator circuit breaker to be interlocked is switched on 

If no circuit breaker to be interlocked (another generator circuit breaker) is switched on, a negative poten-
tial must be applied to this terminal. Internally, this signal is linked with the mains coupling on message, 
terminal 21. If there is no negative potential (at least one generator is on) or a negative potential is ap-
plied to terminal 21 (mains voltage on the busbar), the automatic system does not switch the generator 
circuit breaker on directly, but selects the synchronisation. 

Connection 16: Generator is switched off 

An auxiliary contact (NC contact to negative) of the generator circuit breaker (or contactor) must be fed 
to this terminal for switch setting feedback. There is an interlock in the KEA program, so that with a 
switched-on generator, the mains cannot be switched on (or only synchronised). 

Connection 17: Operating mode inhibited 

If a negative potential is applied to this terminal, the operating mode cannot be changed. A key switch can 
be connected here to prevent another operating mode being selected unintentionally or by an unauthor-
ised person. 

Connection 18: Start 

The genset starts in Auto operating mode with the switching on of the generator when a negative poten-
tial is applied to this connection. If it is running in Test operating mode, the generator circuit breaker 
switches on automatically. 

When the signal is removed from this terminal again, the generator is switched off after the load is re-
lieved and the genset shuts down after the run-on time. 

Connection 19: Quick stop (emergency stop) 

The signal can be parametrised as an operating current or a standby current (KEA display, Group 6, 
PARAWIN, under OTHER PARAMETERS). A signal on this terminal immediately shuts down the genset. The 
automatic system is inhibited from starting up again. The automatic system is unlocked via the OFF operat-
ing mode if there is no longer any signal on the terminal. If the contact is still switched, the AUTOMATIC 
SYSTEM INHIBITED display remains illuminated. 

Connection 20: An automatic system wants to switch on immediately 

If an automatic system wants to switch on first on a free busbar, relays K3 and K6 of the automatic sys-
tem activate. The contacts of all K 3 relays are switched in parallel and give a negative potential on the 20 
terminals of all RZs. This prevents any other automatic system wanting to switch on as the first. 

If only one automatic system is used, and hence no interlock is needed the first time it is switched on, its 
own K3 must still be wired to connection 20. 

Connection 21: Mains coupling on 

For mains coupling, there must a negative potential on this terminal. The busbar monitor monitors the 
limit values in accordance with VDE-AR-N 4105.  

If Mains coupling on is not present, the power controller is switched from fixed value control to slip value 
control (so that load distribution can be carried out) and the reference frequency control is enabled in 
standalone operation. The busbar monitor monitors the limit values for standalone operation. The first 
genset (there must be a negative potential on terminal 15) can switch on directly. 

Connection 22: Speed sensor lower 

This signal is used for activating the speed controller by an external unit, e.g. by a higher level synchroni-
sation unit. (Back synchronisation to the mains). 

Connection 23: Sprinkler operation. 

The genset is started without switching on the generator if there is a negative potential on this connection. 
All alarms have only a warning function, the generator circuit breaker remains switched on. It can howev-
er be parametrised so it is switched off if there is a generator short-circuit or overload. 

Connection 24: Start release 

A manual or automatic start remains blocked until a negative potential is applied to this terminal. In this 
way, start conditions that must be met can be queried before the starter may be actuated. If this function 
is not used, this connection must have a fixed negative potential! 

This function does not comply with the requirement of a start blocking system in accordance with VDE 
0107 as a running genset is not stopped, but is used to protect the motor when starting. 
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Connection 25: Speed sensor higher 

This signal is used for activating the speed controller by an external unit, e.g. by a higher level synchroni-
sation unit. (Back synchronisation to the mains). 

Connection 26: External command: Switching off the generator 

This means a minus signal on these terminals immediately switches the generator off and blocks it from 
being switched back on. 

Connection 27: Power enable at peak load operation 

A negative signal enables 30% (can be parametrised) of the peak load power. 100% is enabled together 
with connection 28. If neither connection 27 nor connection 28 are wired, mains parallel operation is 
disabled. 

 

Connection 28: Power enable at peak load operation 

A negative signal enables 60% (can be parametrised) of the peak load power. 100% is enabled together 
with connection 27. If neither connection 27 nor connection 28 are wired, mains parallel operation is 
disabled. 
 

Connection 29: Generator terminal D+ 

If present, terminal D+ of the generator is connected here. This pre-excites the generator, the positive 
signal of the generator is used for interrupting the start. 
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17. Technical data 

17.1. KEA controller 

 Unit for front installation, dimensions: (,, depth) 260 x 170 x 100 mm  

 Weight approx. 2.2 kg, any installation position, protection rating (installed) IP 44 

 Ambient temperature: Storage -20 °C ... +70 °C, operation 0 °C ... +55 °C, 

 Switchable supply voltage 9-12-15 V or 14-24-35 V DC 

 3 parametrisable relays, 35 V DC, 1 Amp. (e.g. for acoustic transducer), 

 Standards/regulations VDE 100, part 710. 

17.2. Analogue inputs and outputs 

 Busbar and generator voltage monitor 3-phase, adjustable in 1-Volt steps. With incorrect rotation field, 

display <U. class accuracy 1 appears. 

  Unom 231/400 Volt, adjustable 50 - 300 Volt. 

 Busbar and generator frequency monitor 50 or 60 Hz, continuously adjustable from 40 to 70 Hz. 

 Generator current measurement 3-phase. Class accuracy 1. 

 Inom 5 A: Measuring range 0.1 – 15 Amp., adjustable in 20 mA steps. 

 Analogue input 0-20 mA (channel 4) for variable power specification in mains parallel operation. 

 Battery voltage monitor. 

 Input for pick-up. 

 Three free analogue inputs can be optionally equipped with sub-boards for 
 PT 100/PT1000 
 Current loops 

 0 - 10 V DC 

 Thermocouple NiCr-Ni 

 Temperature and pressure: Encoder from VDO 

Channel 4 is reserved for an external reference value specification 20mA 

 1 analogue output is equipped with an output card 0 – 10V DC for the speed adjustment 

 as an option, can be equipped with an additional sub-board for further actuations (Cos-Phi controller) 

17.3. Additional relay unit RZ-071-D 

 Device for clipping onto top-hat rails, dimensions: (,, depth) 300 x 100 x 90 mm (with multipoint 

connector),  

 Weight approx. 0.7 kg, any installation position, protection rating IP 00,  

 equipped with: 
o Input for generator D+ with pre-excitation for AC generators, 

o 14 connections for alarm contacts 

o 14 general control inputs 

o 12 relays, of which 8 can be parametrised, contact loading: 2 relays max. 35 Volt, 20 Amp. DC 

10 relays 250 V AC, 6 A 

17.4. Additional relay unit RZ -71-E (optional) 

 Device for clipping onto top-hat rails, dimensions: (,, depth) 210 x 100 x 50 mm 

 Weight approx. 0.5 kg, any installation position, protection rating IP 00, 

 equipped with 15 relays, of which 14 can be parametrised, contact loading max. 250 V AC, 6 A 

17.5. Serial interfaces 

 LWL or USB interface – automatic switching – for parameterisation 

 CAN bus interface to a central control system (ZLT) 

 CAN bus interface to the motor management J1939 (protocol must be known and implemented) 

17.6. KNG for coupling to other systems (option)  
Device for clipping onto top-hat rails: KNG (Kuhse Network Gateway) for coupling to other systems via 
PROFIBUS DP or Modbus RTU 
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18. Flags for alarm inputs and relay output 
 

Genset is running  0D10 

Genset available  3304 

Alarm 1  2101 

Alarm 2  2102 

Alarm 3  2104 

Alarm 4  2108 

Alarm 5  2110 

Alarm 6  2120 

Alarm 7  2140 

Alarm 8  2180 

Alarm 9  2201 

Alarm 10  2202 

Alarm 11 in standby current  5A01 

Alarm 12  2208 

Alarm 12 in standby current  5A02 

Alarm 13  2210 

Alarm 13 in standby current  5A04 

Alarm 14  2220 

Alarm 14 in standby current  5A08 

Alarm 13 or 14 in standby 
current  

5580 

Alarm 15  2240 

Alarm 16  2280 

Alarm 17  2301 

Alarm 18  2302 

Alarm 19  2304 

Alarm, battery undervoltage  2308 

Alarm, engine does not switch 
off  

2310 

False start alarm  2320 

Alarm, overspeed  2340 

Alarm, power Controller 
defective  

2380 

Alarm, reverse power  2401 

Alarm  

Synchronisation fault  
2402 

Alarm  

Gen. Switch-off defective  
2408 

Alarm, gen. Switch instance  2420 

Alarm, busbar phase 
sequence 

2440 

Alarm, generator phase 
sequence  

2480 

Alarm 33  2501 

Alarm 34  2502 

Alarm 35  2504 

Alarm 36  2508 

Alarm, gen. Overcurrent I  2510 

Alarm, gen. Overcurrent II  2520 

Alarm, generator unbalanced 
load  

2540 

Alarm  

Generator therm. overload  
2580 

Alarm, busbar undervoltage  2601 

Alarm, busbar overvoltage  2602 

Alarm, busbar underfrequency  2604 

Alarm, busbar overfrequency  2608 

Alarm, gen. Undervoltage  2610 

Alarm, generator overvoltage  2620 

Alarm, generator un-
derfrequency  

2640 

Alarm, generator overfrequen-
cy  

2680 

Starting speed exceeded  3C01 

Starter  3E02 

Battery undervoltage, 
standby current  

4001 

Command 1 
from remote control panel  

6810 

Command 2 
from remote control panel  

6808 

Command 3 
from remote control panel  

6804 

Command 4 
from remote control panel  

6802 

Command 5 
from remote control panel  

6801 

Command 6 
from remote control panel  

6880 

Command 7 
from remote control panel  

6840 

Command 8 
from remote control panel  

6820 

OFF operating mode  0010 

MANUAL operating mode  0020 

AUTO operating mode  0040 

TEST operating mode  0080 

Operating solenoid  0F80 

Operating solenoid advanced  4e40 

CANopen failed  7120 

CAN J1939 failed  4F08 

Speed sensor lower  4B08 

Speed sensor higher  4B10 

Printer voltage on  5c20 

EMS on  5E10 

Releasing  4B20 

Remote control  4C80 

Frequency lower  3702 

Frequency higher  3704 

Sensor failure channel 1  4610 

Sensor failure channel 2  4620 

Sensor failure channel 3  4640 

Sensor failure channel 4  4680 

Gas solenoid valve  3E08 

Generator overload  25F0 

Generator ON, persistent 
command   

3F02 

Generator ON, pulse  3F08 

Generator feedback   1480 

Generator voltage is good  0E80 

Heating  3E01 

Limit value A 
channel 1 exceeded  

4901 

Limit value B 
 channel 1 exceeded  

4902 

Limit value A 
channel 2 exceeded  

4904 

Limit value B 
channel 2 exceeded  

4908 

Limit value A 
channel 3 exceeded  

4910 

Limit value B 
channel 3 exceeded  

4920 

Limit value A 
channel 4 exceeded  

4940 

Limit value B 
channel 4 exceeded  

4980 

Auxiliary drive I  5320 

Auxiliary drive II  5340 

Horn ON  0e02 

Standalone operation  3708 

KRV on  4C10 

Coupling switch off  4C20 

Power lower  4604 

Power higher  4608 

Nominal speed exceeded  3C04 

Mains OFF   

Mains voltage is good  0E04 

ProMerk inverter-1  6201 

ProMerk inverter-2  6202 

ProMerk inverter-3  6204 

ProMerk inverter-4  6208 

ProMerk inverter-5  6210 

ProMerk inverter-6  6220 

ProMerk inverter-7  6240 

ProMerk inverter-8  6280 

ProMerk OR-1  6701 

ProMerk OR-2  6702 

ProMerk OR-3  6704 

ProMerk OR-4  6708 

ProMerk OR-5  6710 

ProMerk OR-6  6720 

ProMerk OR-7  6740 

ProMerk OR-8  6780 

ProMerk AND-1  6101 

ProMerk AND-2  6102 

ProMerk AND-3  6104 
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ProMerk AND-4  6108 

ProMerk AND-5  6110 

ProMerk AND-6  6120 

ProMerk AND-7  6140 

ProMerk AND-8  6180 

ProMerk time stage-1  6301 

ProMerk time stage-2  6302 

ProMerk time stage-3  6304 

ProMerk time stage-4  6308 

ProMerk time stage-5  6310 

ProMerk time stage-6  6320 

ProMerk time stage-7  6330 

ProMerk time stage-8  6340 

RZ-071-D, connection  1  0410 

RZ-071-D, connection  2  0408 

RZ-071-D, connection  3  0404 

RZ-071-D, connection  4  0402 

RZ-071-D, connection  5  0401 

RZ-071-D, connection  6  0580 

RZ-071-D, connection  7  0540 

RZ-071-D, connection  8  0520 

RZ-071-D, connection  9  0510 

RZ-071-D, connection 10  0508 

RZ-071-D, connection 11  0504 

RZ-071-D, connection 12  0502 

RZ-071-D, connection 13  0501 

RZ-071-D, connection 14  0680 

RZ-071-D, connection 15  0640 

RZ-071-D, connection 16  0620 

RZ-071-D, connection 17  0610 

RZ-071-D, connection 18  0608 

RZ-071-D, connection 19  0604 

RZ-071-D, connection 20  0602 

RZ-071-D, connection 21  0601 

RZ-071-D, connection 22  0780 

RZ-071-D, connection 23  0740 

RZ-071-D, connection 24  0720 

RZ-071-D, connection 25  0710 

RZ-071-D, connection 26  0708 

RZ-071-D, connection 27  0704 

RZ-071-D, connection 28  0702 

RZ-071-D, connection 29  0701 

Collective fault 
of warning alarms  

3804 

Collective fault 
of switch-off alarms  

3810 

Collective fault of all alarms  3840 

Collective fault of warning 
alarms, standby current 
function  

3808 

Collective fault of switch-off 
alarms, standby current 
function  

3820 

Collective fault of all alarms, 
standby current function  

3880 

Check synchroniser on  4C08 

Voltage (standalone operation) 
lower  

3740 

Voltage (standalone operation) 
higher  

3780 

Voltage (Cos phi) lower  4740 

Voltage (Cos phi) higher  4720 

Voltage regulator lower  4D02 

Voltage regulator higher  4D04 

Sprinkler operation is on  2020 

Start preconditions on  3410 

Stop solenoid  3E04 

Gen. 
synchronisation switch  

3C40 

Alarm OFF button  0240 

LED Test button  0220 

TeleAlarm command 1  6D01 

TeleAlarm command 2  6D02 

TeleAlarm command 3  6D04 

TeleAlarm command 4  6D08 

TeleAlarm command 5  6D10 

TeleAlarm command 6  6D20 

TeleAlarm command 7  6D40 

TeleAlarm command 8  6D80 

Overspeed exceeded  3C08 

Monitoring is on  0D20 

VDE-AR-N 4105  

Mains protection is on  
7001 

Central control system (ZLT) 
command  1  

5001 

Central control system (ZLT) 
command  2  

5002 

Central control system (ZLT) 
command  3  

5004 

Central control system (ZLT) 
command  4  

5008 

Central control system (ZLT) 
command  5  

5010 

Central control system (ZLT) 
command  6  

5020 

Central control system (ZLT) 
command  7  

5040 

Central control system (ZLT) 
command  8  

5080 

Central control system (ZLT) 
command  9  

5101 

Central control system (ZLT) 
command 10  

5102 

Central control system (ZLT) 
command 11  

5104 

Central control system (ZLT) 
command 12  

5108 

Central control system (ZLT) 
command 13  

5110 

Central control system (ZLT) 
command 14  

5120 

Central control system (ZLT) 
command 15  

5140 

Central control system (ZLT) 
command 16  

5180 

Ignition speed exceeded  3C02 

Ignition  3E10 

Additional CAN module, input 
1,  

0801 

Additional CAN module, input 
2,  

0802 

Additional CAN module, input 
3,  

0804 

Additional CAN module, input 
4,  

0808 

Additional CAN module, input 
5  

0810 

Additional CAN module, input 
6  

0820 

Additional CAN module, input 
7  

0840 

Additional CAN module, input 
8  

0880 

Additional CAN module, input 
9  

0901 

Additional CAN module, 
input 10  

0902 

Additional CAN module, 
input 11  

0904 

Additional CAN module, 
input 12  

0908 

Additional CAN module, 
input 13  

0910 

Additional CAN module, 
input 14  

0920 

Additional CAN module, 
input 15  

0940 

Additional CAN module, 
input 16  

0980 
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19. Connection diagrams 

19.1. Connection diagram RZ-071-D 
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19.2. Connection diagram RZ-071E (optional) 

 

 

19.3. Connection diagram KEA 202 PA 
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19.4. Analogue inputs connection 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

19.5. Dimension drawings 
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19.6. Drilling template scale 1:1 – print out without scaling. 
 

 


